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MACHINERY UTV

Polaris Ranger
Diesel

QUICK VERDICT
We have berated Polarıs
for its build quality in the
past, but we're pleased to
say that the latest Ranger
Diesel is better bolted
together than some of its
predecessors. Standout
features include a revamped
ADC engine braking system,
sprightly top speed and a
well-appointed cabin, plus
it's fairly decent value for
money.
Price as tested £17,500
Best for Engine braking
Worst for Load space

olaris hails from theUS, where utility
vehicles can be found thundering
around the wilderrnesson prolonged
hunting excursions. As a result, the

Ranger can be furnished with all manner of
outlandish add-ons, such as satellite navi-
gation, integrated cool boxes, bolt-on bottle

POLAARIS
RANGER
DIESEL HNGLR
Engine 898cc
three-cylinder
Kubota
Power 25hp
Transmission
Two-speed
belt CVT
Power steering
Yes
Ground
clearance
330mm
Turning circle
791m
Towing
capacity 1,134kg
Cargo bed
capacity 454kg

openers and even a fold-out fishing tent.
Some of this seems a tad ludicrous, but

the benefit is that buyers can configure the
machine exactly the way they want it. Our
UK-spec Ranger Diesel came with suitable
farm-grade extras, including a fully enclosed
cabin with winding windows, a swing-out
windscreen and a decent heater/fan arrange-
ment. Another nice touch was a neat frame

some shortcomings. Visibility is slightly poor
due to the chunky corner pillars, the rubber
door restraints allow them to swing open too
wide and it's a little noisy - particularly com-
pared with the Gator's car-like levels of hush.

material seems tough and it clearly won't rust.
There's a single tailgate release handle, which
is ideal for using one-handed, and the tipper
mechanism can be activated using handles on
either side of the bed. An electric tipping ram
is available on the options list.that externds the otherwise meagre load bed.

This generation Ranger was launched in
2019, with a Kubota engine to replace the pre-
vious Kohler unit, a redesigned cabin, better
suspension and a full CV-joint driveshaft. UK
Ranger Diesels are assembled at Polaris' factory

There's also no driver's seat adjustment. This
wasn't as much of a problem as we expected,
but it could be tight for larger operators. Build
quality still falls a little short, but it seems
better screwed together than it used to be.

On our uphill towing test, the Ranger deliv-
ered the second-fastest top speed - behind the
Corvus - but like all the vehicles, progres was
slower than we'd have liked. It was comfort-
ably the quickest on a straight piece of road,
though, topping out at 39mph. Apparently, it's
good for a little more than this once the belt
has loosened up

in Opole, Poland.

Driveline

Workinglife
The Ranger's working credentials are pretty
good, witha 1,134kg towing limit and 454kg
cargo bed capacity.The fim's North American heritagemeans that

the primary engine choice (in many countries)
is a fiery 999cc twin-cylinder petrol engine,
which delivers as much as 82hp and a top speed

898cc Kubota engine that develops 25hp and
tops out at 40mph. That's considerably lower
than its petrol counterpart, but it was still the
fastest in our test group and one of the better
performers when faced with pulling a loaded

Interestingly, previous-generation Rarngers
already had a hill-descent function that holds
the drive belt taut when the driver lifts off the
throttle. However, this was teamed with an
automatic four-wheel-drive setup that only
engaged the front wheels when the rears

says it has upgraded some of the components
in the driveline, including replacing the drive-
shaft UJs with sealed CV joints, which have
been a weak spot in the past.

However, one of the penalties for its com-
pact frame is that it has the shortest load bed
of all of the buggies tested, at just 929mm.
To compensate, Polaris offers an adjustable
load bed frame that extends the area over the
tailgate. This came itted on our test vehicle
and, at a cost of about £195, we think it's a

LIKES AND GRIPES
To make life more pleasant on rough ter-

rain, the Ranger has independent wishbone
suspension on all corners with almost 300m
of travel and a decent 330mm of ground clear-
ance. It soaked the bumps up well and the
chunky Maxxis MUS1 tyres offered anple grip.

V Excellent engine braking system
V Fast on road
V Well thought-out cabin
* Poordoorrestraints
* Visibility hindered by cab pillars
* Small load bed

of68mph. trailer up a steady incline.
started to spin.We tested that model a couple of years ago

and, while it certainly put to bed any concerns
that these vehicles have lacklustre power out-

That said, it was the Ranger's descending
ability that really made it stand out - some-
thing that oldermodelsstrugglewith - and the

vautomatic descent control (ADC) changes
the way the four-wheel-drive system operates.

When descending, this meant the engine
braking acted solely on the rear wheels, caus-
ing them to lock up and slide. This could be
rather unpleasant on a steep slope, particularly
when there was no load on the back. Now,
the ADC switch locks the four-wheel-drive
system so that engine braking is applied to all

puts, it was a bit of a handful. sensible addition.
The diesel version is far more sedate, with an The bed is a full plastic construction, but the

Cab
The Ranger is a compact machine, but Polaris
has packaged it well and cleverly organised the
storage space in the cab.four wheels.

The results are seriously impressive and, in
low range, it will inch down steep slopeseven
with a fully loaded trailer in tow. It was far
better than the other two belt-drive models
on test and even outperformed the hydrostatic

This includes a bin under the driver's seat
and a flip-up passenger seat that provides a
sizeable area for stacking large items such as
feed bags, an oil drum, or room for a dog. On
top of this, there are several cup holders, twin
glove boxes and dash cubby holes for stashingtransmission fitted on the Kubota.

As the four-wheel-drive arrangement is a
little more complicated than most, it is worth
drivers taking the time to understarnd how I
works. The main switch has three settings
the first is two-wheel drive with an open
rear diff; the second is two-wheel drive with
a locked rear diff; and the third is automatic
four-wheel drive. The ADC switch then comes
into play to lock the four-wheel drive in tor

bits and pieces.
Ventilation is good, too, with a series of

blower vents in the dash, wind-down win-
dows (with the option of electric) and an
opening windscreen. This is premium kit, but
we think it's worth the additional outlay.
Another improvement over older models

Is the park function integrated into the gear
lever, so there is no need to use the handbrake.
The only downside is that it isn't alwaysclear
which gear you're in, so you need to keep an

safe descending.
Mshbone Polaris sources this transmission from US

company Team and the current versiorn has a
larger belt to improve durability. The firm also

glonof sy tohoPeye on the dash display. penA eldatAlthough well appointed, the cabindoeshave
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MACHINERYUTV

John Deere
Gator XUV
865R

QUICK VERDICT

The latest -scec Gator has
undoubted et anewbenchmar
inluxury and ride comfort for
otherUTVStomatch However, the
monstrousprice tag is difficult to
stomach, especially as practical
drawbacks include poor downhill
engine braking when loaded and
redu bedspace to accommodate
the cab.

W henJohnDeerelaunchedits
Price as tested £31,181
Best for Ride and cab comfort
Worst forEnginebraking witha
loaded trailer

JOHN DEERE
XUV 865R865 Gator at the start of 2020,

it looked as though the Amer-
ican giant had intentionally

blurred the lines between conventional UTVS
Engine 854cc Yanmar
three-cylinder
Power 22.8hp
Transmission Two-
speed belt CVT
Power steering Yes
Ground clearance
284mm
Turning circle 8.2m
Towing capacity 900kg
Cargo bed capacity
680kg

the blustery, raucous cockpits of old. The
most noticeable improvement is the sound
deadeningbetween the cab and engine - it
works wonders and means idle noise registers
just 67dBa. As a comparison, the reading in
Kubota's KIV was 78.5dBa, a figure that the
Gator didn't evenreach when towing uphill
underload.

andbase-spec pickups.
Deere'sR-spec premium package machines

promised comfort and sophistication levels
never seen before on farm buggies, with luxu-
ries such as air conditioning, electric windows
and a pillow-like ride to convince drivers that
these once draughty, noisy vehicles have

LIKES ANDGRIPES
V Supremely comfortable on rough
ground
V Quiet cab, even at full speed
VBiggest payload
* Poor downhill engine braking with a
full trailer
* Small bed lets mud cover rear of cab
* No park position on the gearstick

changed their ways.
The new cab is the star of the show and it's

the primary feature designers have focused
on. Cues have been taken from JD's other
R machines, with quality switchgear, hard-
wearing plastics and plenty of sound deaden-

sohn DeerslatestGator
slmprsshvelycomlortat
-butTathe

Heating andair conditioning blowersdirect
plenty of air to the occupants, as well as the
windscren, and the well-laid-out switchgear is
easy to navigate - although a cheap indicator
rocker switch is a slight let-down.have black interior trim with wipe-clean vinyl

seats and come in at about £23,000 on-farm.
so progress is a litle swifter on the road.

The benefits of a large opening window at
the front and full-width, wind-down door
glass can't be overestimated. However, the
puny gas strut JD has fitted to hold the hefty
doors open isa weak spot- the breeze actually
caught one of the doors during our testing and
the it wasn't thesameafterwards

ing material. Deere has also done some work to limit
vibration and noise transfer through the chas-
sis, with the engine now sitting on five rubber

However, all the pleasantries come at a
considerable cost. JD has never been shy of
charging a premium for its products, and at

£31,181, this test unit sticks unwaveringly to
8 that mantra. We're told you would be able to
see one on farm for about £25,000, but it is still

Driveline
The Gator's driveline remains largely un-
changed from the older 85SM, with a 22.8hp
three-cylinder Yanmar engine running
through a two-speed belt-driven CVT trans-
mission. It hasn't lost the sluggish take-off that
has long hampered these diesel buggies' per-
formance, and it demands plenty of engine
revs to engage the drive. However, a gearing
change means top speed is now a healthier
34mph, rather than the old model's 28mph,

mountings.
Gator users will be familiar with the engine

braking concept, which requires the drive
belt to be engaged for the engine to slow the
machine down to avoid freewheeling. Sadly,
in our timed downhill braking test, its feathers

like Polaris which took Imin 53sec with the
same trailer over the same distance. We gave
the Deere another shot, but the outcome
remained the same. Previous Gators on test
have performed well in that department,
so this was a surprise. We can only assume
it is down to the higher gearing required to
achieve a faster top speed and the additional
weight of the new cabin.

edging into newpickupterritory. Storage is thankfully plentiful, with drinks
holders and cubby holes on the dash, useful
door pockets and a passenger bench seat that
folds up to allow tloor-toceiling storagefor ou
drums or other bulky items. The driver is also
treated to heaps more floor space for the left
foot -this was a common gripe on Gators of
old, with the whel arh protruding in.

Deere was keen to point out that these
R-spec versions sell in minimal numbers to
farmers, with the cheaper, and frankly more

became a little ruffled. Accessothe engineunderthe
tipping back is pretty goodWith a loaded trailer hooked on, it went

hurtling down our test hill in a worryingly
quick 8sec - compare that with the snail-

practical, M-spec a popular choice.
These models are similar to the Rs, but they

The park brake arrangement is also less tharn
ideal. With no park position on the gear lever,
the only option is to use a small and cumber-
some foot pedal witha fiddly pull-stylerelease
lever. The only plus is that the vehicle can be
started and left in gear when getting out to
open gates, but it is a faff to use. Deere says
models ordered now will have a park position
incororated into the gear selector, so the foot
pedal wont need to be used.

ever, what it lacks in travel it makes up tor in
tuning, as it glides along rutted tracks at sped
with the occupants experiencing little more
than a wobble.

The R-spec cab features
Although plush, the cabin is far from work

aday. Cloth-covered seats, a leather steering
wheel and a beige dash and headlining are all
nice to look at, but have little chance against
the rigours of a modern farm. A better bet is
the M-sper, which gets vinyl seats, black dash-
board and harder-wearing roof lining.

nawheel
nd atCOnciOniie

The load bed doesn't appear to have
changed for years and still has the best depth
of any on test, pipped in length only by the
cavernous Corvus. It can still hold the most
weight, too, at 680kg, but the rear window and
roof have been sloped rearwards and protrude
into the bed's height. This will likely hamper
anyone trying to load an lBC or round bale.

Service access is medioce, partly due to the
fact that Deere has fitted the bigger cab onto a
chassis it already had. This means jobs such as
accessing the battery involve removing the ait
cleaner and a piece of trim. Some sections of
bodywork arealso slightly por quality, such
as the thin ubber strapslocking the bonnet
down that were no match for thecar-likecatch
on Kubota's KIV or Corvus Terrain DX4.

Working life
towing apucity is ample at 900kg but a gripe
when hitching up trailers on our test model
was a backbreaking stretch to reach the ball
tucked way under the rear bed - this caused

plenty of huting and putting when slotting
the hitch onto t. Taking upDxere's extendable
option or getting one made would bea worth-
while investıment.

It was also lacking decent mudguards to
protect the cab and cargo bed from getting
caked in mud. At the end of testing, it was
the dintiest machine by some margin. A wider
bed or set of rear mudguands would help solve
this problem.

Rear wheels aren't guarded adoquately,
SO have a habit of tlicklng dírt up the
lde ofthemachlne

Cab
The ace in the Gator's pack is undoubtedly its
cab, which stands head andshouldersabove

Suspension travel on the Gator won't be
the clincher in any deal eithe, as it only
offers 200mn on the front - the lowest of our
test group - and 231mm on the rear. How-

Another downer was some exposed wiring
near the wheels for trailer connections and
rear lights, which is very unlike Deere. This
could do with tidying up to keep the crud out
and help the electrics last a litle longer.
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MACHINERY

CORVUS TERRAIN DX4
Engine 993cc four-cylınder Yanmar
Power 24hp
Transmission Two-speed belt CVT
Power Steering Yes
Ground clearance 289mm
Turning circle 8.59m
Towing capacity 900kg
Cargo bed capacity 450kg

CORVUUS

A spaciouscabin has
ampleroom for Both
drivorand passeS

ratle emanating from the back of the cabin, it
wasn't the most relaxing place to sit.

sion. Tilting the bed gives good access to all
the components and it looks pretty straight-
forward to work on.Terrain DX4 Cab

One of the feathers in the Terrain's cap is the
copious amount of space in the cabin; some-
thing that comes from being able to design a
machine from scratch, rather than adapting

Interestingly, cabin noise was lower than
some others on the decibel meter, but to
the testers' ears it did seem the loudest. This
could be remedied with a bit of well-placed
sound-deadening material and hopefully it
will be available on later models.

Although the Corvus has the longest wheel-
base in our test group, the turring cirle was
comparable to the others. This is something
the firm has worked hard to improve, as the
original versionneededa tractor-like llm area
to perfom a full turn.

an existing platform.orvus is the new kid on the block,
launching its first utility vehicle in
2018 and dispatching it to the UK

khaki green colour scheme for those wishing
to make less of a statement. This means there is ample legroom for

gangly drivers and passengers, both of whom
get an adjustable seat to get them into a com-
fortable position. Sadly, there's no bench seat
option, but it might be available in the future.

Visibility is reasonable, thanks to a generous
windscreen and rear window that drops right
down to the load bed. The only downer is that
it's a little vulnerable to being clobbered, so
the optional mesh protector would probably

Ventilation is also poor on a piping hot
day, with the only fresh air coming from dash
vents and somebusic sliding side windows. All
of the other vehicles tested had a dual-stage
opening windsreen, which is a good, simple
means of keeping cool in machines like these
with enclosed cabs.

The firm has 17 dealers with a total of 20
outlets and is busy adding to the network.in 2019via importerBossORV. LIKES AND GRIPES

The Spanish brand was formed by parent
company Tuxton, with a considerable amount
of input from Yanmar, and the vehicles only
feature engines from the latter. In North Amer-
ica, Corvus machines are actually sold in
Yanmar branding, which indicates the level of

Driveline
The Terrain is powered by a 993cc Yanmar
engine that develops a healthy 24hp and
52Nm torque, which it sends to the wheels via
a conventional two-speed, belt-type stepless
transmission.

V Towing ability
VRoomycabin
V Large load bed
*Poor enginebraking
* Stationaryfour-wheeldrive
engagement
* Cabinrattles

Air conditioning is available, but the firm
saysan opening sCreen will appear shortly on
the options list, which will be considerably
cheape. It's also handy tor those who want to
use the vehicle for shooting

co-operation between the firms.
Manufacturing takes place in Murcia, Spain,

and the company says most of the compo-
nents are sourced from within the EU. All
Corvus UTVSare fully homologated from the
factory to Tib tractor category, and are there-

This is built by the firm in-house and is a
little on the crude side, particularly compared
with the system used by Polaris. For example,
four-wheel drive has to be engaged at a stand-
still, which is tedious if you're approaching a
tough piece of terrain and want to flick it in

be a good idea.
As for storage, there is a series of large,

sealed bOxes under the seats which are best
accessed once occupants have stepped out of
the vehicle. There's also a sizeable tub hidden
under the bonnet, which iseasy to get to, and
handy cabinets can be added between thecab
and the rearwheels. The only disappointment
IS the lack of a glove box, which means there
Showhere to put items thatpassengerswill

Working lite
The tin tub on the back of the Terain is com-
fortably the longest of the load bets in our test
group, giving amplestorageand the ability to
carry a 4ft round bale.

QUICK VERDICT
Corvus has swept in with a machine
that offers decent towing ability,
a large load bed and a roomy
cabin with ample storage. The
interior finish is definitely at the
utility end of the spectrum, with
rattling plastic panels and a slightly
unpolished transmission. However,
we think the firm has a solid platform
to build from.
Price as tested E18,199
Best for Load and storage space
Worst for Cabin ventilation

fore road legal in the UK.
Our test vehicle was the latest-generation

Terrain DX4 model, which has had a number
of upgrades, including an improved turning
circle and altered bonnet arrangement to ease

the quickest of the bunch, even though it
didn't have the most powerful engine.

quickly.
There is also no engine braking when lifting

off the throttle, so drivers have to quickly get
on the brakes when coming up to a junc-
tion, especially with a trailer in tow. When
descending steep slopes, it is possible to keep
some engine braking by opening the throttle
enough to engage the drive belt, but it isnt

As for the suspension, Corvus has fitted
independent wishbones on all corners, with
coils over shocks that give more than 2SOmm
of travel.

With a painted finish, it does seem vulner-
able to knocks and scrapes, so would benefit
from the addition of some sort of liner. Ouraccess. want toaccesseasily while driving.7 It also came in the highest of three spec

levels, with a fully enclosed cab featuring
blower fans and a heater. The only additional
option is upgrading to the Clima version,
which adds air conditioning. Buyers get a
choice of plastic body panels, including the
zesty orange we were sent, or a more subtle

model had a well-weighted manual tip with
a single release lever, but an electric ram is anWe found these a little harsh on smaller

bumps, but they did an admirable job of
absorbing the bigger hits. The firm told us it
was configured for working with heavy loads
so adjusting the dampers would undoubtedly
help smooth out the ride.

Ompare it with the competition, and the
cab is a little on the agricultural side. The
beauty of this is that it's easy to hose out -
there are actually drainage slots in the floor

option.
brilliant. The load platform was the highest in our

test,making it slightly more difficult to throwThe flip side is that the Terrain does manage
to get the power down efficiently, and during
our hill climb towing test it was comfortably

-but it means it lackscreaturecomforts.There
Pedous little padding toinsulateoccupants

the engine noiseand. with an irritating
stuff in. However, it means there is plenty of
room undeneath for theengineand transmis
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MACHINERYUTV

Kubota
RTV-X 1110

K

LIKES AoGRPES
VHydrost
nstantly
VGated gear elector
VEngine never gives up
*TNO-Seater- no bench Option
*Modest towing capacity
* Painfullyslowon hills

Jrive engages

ubota is a long-established name
in the UTV world, having started
selling its machines into the
agricultural market back in the

KUBOTA
RTV-X 1110

onginscome home to roost again. It was the
lowestof the lot, at just 252mm - the nearest
competitorwastheGatorat 289mm -but full
belly protection helps offset some of those
shortcomings.

Engine 1,123cc
Kubota three-
cylinder
Power 24.2hp
Transmission
Hydrostatic
Power steering
Yes
Ground clearance
252mm
Turning circle
8.59m
Towing capacity
450kg
Cargo bed
capacity 500kg

mid-noughties.
Originally, the Japanese firm produced

buggies for golf courses and equine units, but
since 2006, the RTV has built a reputation
as a dependable and stable (if a little steady)
workhorse, popular with growers and game-

I's alsostunted by just 205mm suspension
travelall round,which, coupled with the rigd
load-bearingchassis,,explains why the RTV
doesn't soften the bumps as well as some ofkeepers alike. Ahydraulic tipping

mechanism is standardthe others.Its current-generation RTV first appeared in
2015 and shares plenty of components with
Kubota's compact tractors - albeit rearranged
to fit in a different frame. Inevitably, this has

The bed covers the rear wheels well and
there are good rear and front mudguards to
protect the cab from flying debris. This is
probably helped by having the samesize tyres
all round-25x10R12s- but they may hinder

und clearancewasthe
lowest of the totat 252mm

limited its design to a certain extent.
The RTV-X 1110 was launched three years

ago and sits alongside the four-seater 1140 1Eul-lengthglassđoor 6f Pertormance when navigating ruts, where
widerrearshelp bite into the tracks left by themodel in Kubota's product range. unIYlledvewsfrom tVen frontwheels.

Driveline There is a plastic load bed liner and the rub-
ber-covered tie-down points seem a nice ideaAt 1,123cc, the RTV packed the biggest engine

of our test fleet - the three-cylinder block
replaced the 898cc engine that is still used in
the Polaris Ranger- but this failed to deliver

couple of drawbacks, and their vulnerabil-
ity tops the list. It is only a matter of time
before the driver will be surreptitiously
reaching for the dustpan and parts book after
swinging them open against a wall or other
immovable object.

react and takes off as soon as boot hits throttle,
while the others need substantial engine revs
to engage the belts.

QUICK VERDICT to keep dirt and grime out.
Kubota's amenity roots might
suggest that the RTV is less suited
to farm work than some of its
competition, but a bomb-proof
engine, hydrostatic transmission and
panoramic cab offer some decent
perks. Let-downs include sluggish
acceleration and a low-rated towing
capacity.
Price £18,561
Best for Cab visibility
Worst for Acceleration

For pootling around the yard, the Kubota
was easily the slickest operator and smooth
throttle movements were helpful when
backing up to trailers and getting snug
with buildings.

The solid tailgate and latches have remained
the same for more than a decade now and
Kubota buyers get a powerful hydraulic tipper
as standard. Rear lights are neatły tucked away
underneath the bed and there isa solid nudge

the sprightliest performance.
The biggest difference compared with the

other three UTVS is Kubota's hydrostatic trans-
mission, which is essentially the same unit it

The only access to fresh air is through the
front window, which can be chocked slightly
open or swung up through 90deg. There is a
heater, but no air conditioning.

bar at the front.
uses in its compact tractors It also hangs on remarkably well when

climbing hills, though it certainly won't win
any awards for speed. And the ability to stop
and start again without touching the brakes
will be a big tick in the box for those farming
livestock on hillsides.

Though it has its limitations, there are
some perks to running an alternative to the
traditional belt drive. For starters, it's quick to

The option to have spools for attachments
such as road sweepers or small log splitters
will be a big attraction for some users regularlyFor taller drivers, the cab roofline feels low,

and the heater box/windscreen wiper mech- working away from yards.
anism protrudes marginally into the eyeline,
sometimes requiring taller drivers to hunch
down for a full view forwards.

comesThe lack of belts means there is no
chance of slippage when up against a
tough ascent, either:. It can come down slopes
sedately, too, and kept things calm in our
downhill test, where it was only outshone by
the Polaris.

Other niggles included slightly unrespon-
sive steering at speed, an unremarkable
turning circle and the occasional sticking of
the gear selector that required a hefty shove
to move it to another position. The positive
is that it's nicely gated - unlike the Gator
and Ranger.

A rudimentary screen delivers a speed read-
out and warnings and there is a foot-operated
diff-lock. The ride-on mower-style indicator
and light cluster are a bit fiddly compared with
the car-like stalk on thePolaris.

This is partly down to the "dynamic brake
assist" on the 1110, which retains the hydrau-
lic pressure in the gearbox, thus allowing
the drive system to control the deceleration of
the machine.

There is a lack of decent storage pockets in
the cab, to0, with the deep glove box and two
cup holders the only accessibleofferings

It makes it easier to control braking when
towing a trailer on slopes and also means there
is no need to have the engine whizing to keep
the drive engaged downhil.

A car-like bonnet latch and hinged opening
has been retained from older models to offer
the best radiator and washer bottle access out
of our test group.

The passenger seat is slightly bigger
than the driver's- a 40:60 split - so two pas-
sengers will have to be very friendly to be
comfortable doubling up. Sadly, there is no
bench seat option.

However, it's not all good news, as there is
a serious lack of usable power compared with
the belt-driven buggies. On the road, speed
drops away sharply at the first sight of a hill
and things get even steadier when towing. It
cdockeda laborious 5.4lmins on our hill climb
test and, at times, we could probably have
walked quicker.

Cab
Kubota doesn't make its cabs in-house,
instead sourcing them through Austrian com-
pany Mauser. The design is heavy on glass
compared with its rivals, with great views
all around helped by the full-length glazed
doors on either side and pencil-thin pillars on
each corner

Working life
A paltry S00kg is all it can officially muster in
the towing department, though we reckon it
ould feasibly lug a little more - albeit at the
expense of speed. All the others on test can
haul about 1,000kg, so the Kubota is well ott
target here.

The Kubpta's
Lengine, at

1,123cc,Was the
biggest on test

Although the doors are great, there are a
Ground clearance is where theKubota's turf
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